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Line Alignment - "Screen & Roll" 

This play is basically the same play as the box alignment. However, by placing two shooters in the 
corner, it creates match up problems for the defense and eliminates any defensive help on the screen 
and roll action. 

Primary “Go To” Player: #4 Power Forward 
Secondary “Go To” Player: #5 Post 

Right Side Entry 

 
Base Screen Entry Inbounder O2 first looks to 
make a quick inbounds pass to O1 or O2, if 
unguarded, in corners. O5 moves across lane and 
sets a hard screen on defender X4. If/when the 
defense chases over the screen or goes under O5's 
screen, O3 makes a high lob pass to O4 for shot. 

 
Roll Option: If/when the defense switches or "Shows 
& Recovers" inbounds passer O3 looks to feed O5 
rolling off screen to basket. 

 

Continuity: If/when the screen and roll action does not produce a high percentage shot opportunity, 
O3 makes a direct inbounds safety valve pass out to O1. O3 then rubs off O4's base screen, as O1 
initiates the predetermined continuity action. 
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